
FILA Pulse SHIFT
Stop Momentum / Start Progression



Brand History

Founded in 1911 in Biella Italy, FILA started off as under 
garments brand for people who lived in the Italian Alps.

While their relevance in the 70’s and 90’s was strong, it 
was not enough to keep the brand alive.

In 2007, FILA was officially acquired by FILA KOREA and 
still is today producing apparel for the consumer.  



Brand Forecasting

As of March of 2022, baseball is the #1 sport in Korea

With Fila being a Korean focused brand, baseball 
would be the sport of choice for breaking back into 

their athletic heritage



Baseball Equipment

Looking at the equipment Korean baseball players use, we can see a commonality of base layer 
shirts and warm up jackets along with other accessories as shin braces and arm pads.

The exhaustion of quick bursts of energy and sudden responsive movements can put the body 
in a state of unknowing action.

What if we could help benefit from this pulse of action while being able 
to recover and protect ourselves all together?



Equipment Concept

How can we control rotation and convert that energy into 
propulsion towards our next movement?

?



Mood Board

Kinetic Flow



Inspiration



Sketching Ideation



Sketching Ideation
Bigger back sup-

port for more flex 
support

torso taking most 
of the flex, while 

lower half is more 
planted

Lower body in 
motion, upper body 
needs to help catch 

up

Over rotation= injury 
(help stop and re-

bound)



Sketching Ideation



Sketching Ideation

How can both be functional?

How can a player 
recover during a 
game but still be 

fresh

How can we cool down a 
player to help them 

rest for the next inning?



Sketching Ideation

Easy access to the inner 
layers of the jacket Ventilation and cold 

storing design?



Sketching Ideation

Designing for recovery or 
for in game endurance?

Encapsulation while helping 
muscles rebound from 

motion



Sketching Ideation
SLip resistant to help 

utilize  materials

Encapsulated thigh 
and calf, with flex in 

knee being struc-
tured more



Final Concept



Base layers
With Vest



Base layer 
With Jacket



Base layer Tights

Thigh compression TPU tape 
to help control motion and 

flexibility

Performance TPU rubber to 
offer structure through out 

the swing 

Over layer knit mesh to 
conceal and pull away 

moisture build up



Base layer Tights

TPU tape wrapping around 
calf with perforated mesh for 
breath ability and structure

Perforated mesh fabric behind 
the knee for ventilation

Carbon plate calf guard for 
batting to protect the leg



Fused carbon knit mesh located 
in the shoulders, forearm and 

lateral sides of the body

Open mesh perforated knit for 
the overall build of the shirt

Zone light layered mesh in 
the upper part of the back for 

more breath-ability

Compression Base



Performance TPU rubber to 
offer structure through out 

the swing 

Over layer knit mesh to 
conceal and pull away 

moisture build up

Compression Base



Cool Down Pack

Outer layer nylon canvas for 
durability and structure

Top back pouch for cool 
down packs to help relieve 

soreness during play

Perforated lower back for 
added ventilation



Cool Down Pack

Rip stop material front pouches for 
added cool down pack space 

Front zip enclosure style with 
canvas side blustering and canvas 

front pockets for hands



Outer Layer Garment

This layer of clothing is the be used in unison 
with the cool down pack. However, both are 

solid stand alone. 

Full frontal zip pockets for easy 
access to the inner compartments 

such as the cool down vest

Light weight Rip Stop mesh to keep the 
jacket as light and mobile as possible

Shoulder carbon knit paneling 
designed to hug the body in high 

strenuous areas 



Outer Layer Garment
Light weight Rip Stop mesh to keep the 

jacket as light and mobile as possible

Rear mid back zipper to allow 
airflow through the back

Topographical map moodboard 
story pattern for rear panel 



Thank You


